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Teletherapy   Information   &   Agreement  
  

Welcome   to   my   teletherapy   practice.    Below   are   some   key   points   about   how   these   sessions   might  
work   via   phone   or   video.   They   can   serve   as   a   “teletherapy   FAQ”,   and,   if   you   agree   with   them,   they  
will   also   be   our   teletherapy   agreement.   If   you   have   any   questions   or   concerns   about   these,   let   me  
know   at:    michelebertrand@hushmail.com.  
 
Thanks   for   reading.   Speak   with   you   soon.  

  
 
I   offer   telephone   and   video   sessions   as   part   of   my   psychotherapy   and   clinical   supervision  
services   in   general.    These   sessions   fall   under   the   same   terms   with   regard   to   legal   limits   to  
confidentiality,   as   well   as   fees   and   cancellation   for   in-person   sessions,   that   I   cover   with   you   a  
Service   Agreement   once   we   start   meeting   regularly.   
 

For   clinical   supervision   sessions   via   phone   or   video,   please   scroll   ahead   to   the   section   entitled  
“Limitations   and   Risks”.  
 
Benefits   –   Psychotherapy   via   phone   or   video  
 
Because   they   offer   the   possibility   of   meeting   from   a   place   that   you   choose,   telephone   and  
video   sessions   may   sometimes   be   more   comfortable   or   more   accessible   than   in-person  
meetings   at   my   office.    They   also   offer   the   option   of   staying   connected   and   keeping   the  
momentum   of   our   work   together   when   either   of   us   is   geographically   away,   or   in   other  
circumstances   where   meeting   in   person   may   not   be   possible.  
 
Meeting   together   out   in   your   world   in   many   ways   becomes   more   personal:   for   example,   it   may  
give   us   access   to   everyday   contexts   and   stories   you   have   in   that   world   that   might   not   make  
their   way   into   a   session   at   my   office.    These   contexts   and   stories   can   enrich   the   picture   we   are  
putting   together   about   who   you   are   and   what   you   would   most   need   and   want   for   your   life.  
Meeting   in   this   way   might   also   give   us   more   immediate   access   to   the   everyday   feelings   and  
experiences   that   you   have   in   your   world.    This   would   give   us   the   opportunity   to   support   you  
more   directly   in   these   as   they   affect   your   day   to   day   life.  
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These   sessions   also   offer   unique   possibilities   for   exploring   how   to   create   (or   restore)   a   safe  
space   for   you   out   in   the   world:   as   we   re-create   a   boundaried   space   for   you   to   meet   with   me   in  
your   own   environment,   we   might   learn   more   about   how   to   do   the   same   in   the   relationship  
dynamics   that   make   up   that   world   for   you.   
 
These   are   just   a   few   of   the   benefits   unique   to   psychotherapy   via   phone   or   video.  
 
Limitations   and   Risks   -   Psychotherapy   and   Clinical   Supervision   via   phone   or   video:  
 
Because   they   take   place   over   servers,   telephone   and   video   calls   can   be   intercepted   (seen,  
recorded,   and   distributed)   by   someone   else   without   our   knowledge.    For   this   reason,   they   are  
less   private   than   in-person   meetings   at   my   office.   I   recommend   using   a   private/password  
protected   internet   connection.    I   have   also   chosen   an   online   platform   with   enhanced   security  
features   such   as   end-to-end   encryption   and   no   storage   of   our   data   on   remote   servers.    If   this  
platform   is   not   accessible,   I   can   use   another   one   with   you,   although   there   might   be   fewer  
security   features.   
 

I   ask   that   you   not   record   our   session   without   my   knowing,   and   I   will   do   the   same.  
 
The   location   in   which   you   are   meeting   with   me   might   pose   privacy   concerns   for   you.    I   
recommend   choosing   a   time   and   place   where   you   are   least   likely   to   be   interrupted   by   those    
near   you,   or   overheard.   I   will   do   my   best   in   my   scheduling   to   accommodate   this.   Using  
headphones   with   microphones   (such   as   those   used   for   cell   phones)   where   possible   for   you  
will   also   help   with   privacy,   as   will   password-protecting   the   devices   you   use   for   our  
sessions.  
 
Sessions   might   become   disconnected.    If   we   are   disconnected   or   have   a   limited   connection  
(for   e.g   the   telephone   or   video   call   is   repeatedly   dropped,   our   images   and/or   voices   freeze,   or  
are   otherwise   unclear)   our   conversation   may   end   abruptly.   Depending   on   what   we   are  
discussing   and   how,   this   can   feel   uncomfortable   or   upsetting.   I   will   make   every   effort   to  
reconnect   with   you   or   improve   our   connection   during   our   session   time.   If   we   are   not   able   to   do  
so   during   the   session   time,   I   will   email   you   as   soon   as   I   can   to   re-schedule.   
 
If   we   cannot   reconnect   or   improve   our   connection,   I   will   make   up   the   difference   in   time   in   future  
sessions   with   you   or   refund   you   for   time   we   could   not   meet   if   the   connection   issue   is   on   my  
end.    If   the   connection   issue   is   not   on   my   end,   I   will   need   to   treat   the   session   as   a   "late  
cancellation"   and   ask   that   you   pay   the   session   fee.     This   fee   does   not   apply   for   the   first   two  
sessions   as   we   are   adjusting   to   the   new   format.  
 
If   you   are   unable   to   find   a   private   location   to   talk,   or   are   unsure   about   connectivity   and   think   we  
might   easily   get   disconnected,   I   recommend   rescheduling   our   session   (with   24   hours'   notice   or  
more)   until   you   have   a   location   that   works   better   for   the   session.  
 

 



Finally,   I   hope   to   spend   a   few   minutes   with   you   in   our   next   meeting   updating   your   general   and  
emergency   contacts,   and   our   best   process   for   supporting   you   if   a   crisis   or   safety   concern   comes  
up   during   or   between   any   of   our   calls.  
 
Thanks   for   reading.   Please   sign   below   if   you   agree   to   these   terms   for   meeting   via  
telephone   or   online   video.  
 
  Name:    
 
 
 

Signature:  Date:   

 

 


